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If voting yes will decrease the tax burden from 10 mils to 8.23 Mills, then would voting no 
decrease the tax burden from 10 mils to 0 Mills? Well, thank you for that question and I first 
before I start. I want to say thank you for all of the people who have called and asked the deep 
questions, the financial, the things they see on the website and trying to piece together all the 
numbers. I really appreciate that. I also want to say is that at the Community forum that we had 
the last time I used the charts I showed the numbers, but I misspoke on some of the amounts I 
had said 1.84 instead of 4.8. and so we wanted to redo this segment so that we have the correct 
information. And I also want to introduce to you our financial advisor from Baker Tilly. His 
name is Jesse Nelson. Jesse helps us on our bonds, the repayment of our bonds are cash flow 
statements are submissions to the Michigan Department of Treasury on our state aid loans, and I 
thought that we could talk together an if there were a deeper question or I've had some. Other 
questions that I would like to go through so just to start this and answer the question as I did at 
the Community forum, I would like to go and share my screen and in that I want you all to see 
what is on the website and on the website I have gone to the your tax impact there are tax impact 
charts you can input your property tax, taxable value and you can see what the reduction is for 
you. But what to answer the question about the Mills I I want to use this graph and so the 
question is, here we are at 10 Mills and if the bond proposal is voted no will the Mills go to zero? 
And the answer is no, not for awhile and So what happens if it is no? It goes to 4.84 next year. It 
is a 2021 tax bill that is paid in 2022 and then those Mills will fall all the way to the 2029. Year 
if it is a yes vote on the proposed bonds then it would go up from 4.84 to 8.23 I believe that is a 
3.39 increase and then you will see the Mills will be 8.23 until we get to that 2028 year and they 
will decrease. Did I say everything accurate, Jesse? Yeah, I only thing I would mention is, you 
know we're at 10 now and so in either case we're seeing a mileage decrease. It's just really. It 
depends on what the bond proposal. So if an proposal passes, it's estimated to decreased 8.23. If 
the bond proposal does not pass, it's estimated to decrease to 4.84. So the nice thing about this 
decision is we're looking at a decrease in either scenario. It's just depending on how much and 
that depends on if the bond proposal is approved or not. So the the math you can get there several 
ways, but there is a OK decrease. Thank you. The other thing that I have had questions on and I 
am going to hit that is this is a chart and people I have sent this to people who have asked 
questions and they would wanted to know where is the existing bonds now. Will the 8.23 pay for 
the existing bonds? So if you could just this chart Only is the proposed bonds correct? Yes, that's 
correct. OK, but in the Mills that are here it is showing all of the Mills that would be collected 
for all the bonds. Yes, that's correct. OK. And and then this also shows the series of what there is 
and then the interest rates and and Jesse, Could you explain the interest rates? Because I have 
had some question what Interest rates are you using on your projections? Great, no, that's an 
excellent question is obviously when putting these financial estimates or forecasts together, we 
have to make several assumptions. And just Kim to your point. One of those assumptions is the 
estimated interest rates, and you know we have several bond series that are going forward out 
several years, and so in our firm we have to make an estimate as to what those interest rates are. 
And how bond sale interest rates work is the first couple principle payments have lower or short 
term interest rates. And then, as those principle payments get longer, you know the principle 
payments that will be out. For example, in 2052 in our last bond sale, those interest rates are 



going to be higher because the investor is not getting their money back as quickly, so they 
demand a higher rate of return. So when you see at the bottom, it says assumed interest rate 
range. What we're saying is throughout the entire life of the amortization schedule, the minimum 
or smallest interest rate that we're assuming at the very beginning is 1.5, and then if you make 
your way all the way towards the bottom of the amortization schedule, the highest interest rate 
that we're assuming is 3.9% interest rates in today's market are. A lot lower we're currently in a 
lower bond marketing. So what we try to do is find that balance between not being so 
conservative that it raises the cost but yet so aggressive that it's not. acceptable, so we're just 
trying to find that mid range and based upon our analysis you know 1.5 to 3.9. That was a good 
nice estimate for this project. Got it. I appreciate that there's one other thing that I am getting 
questions on and I was wondering if you go back up to the website and you go into voter 
information and in doing that I open. I'm going all the way down to the ballot and actually this 
weekend I got my. Absentee ballot, and I opened it up and I was reading for the informational 
purposes here and there are three things that we're getting questions on. Number one, we have 
said that first of all, I want to talk about the 5.68. How did you calculate? And I just want 
everybody to understand that this is a calculation. It is approved by you and it is also approved 
by our attorneys to put on the ballot. To meet all the laws within the state of Michigan, and so we 
want to talk about that. And then I am also getting questions about the total amount of the 
qualified bonds. Currently outstanding is 29 million, 440 and then it almost said it says right next 
to it, the total amount of qualified loans outstanding are zero and so people on those three items 
I'm getting lots of questions. Yeah no. And those are great questions 'cause you know you're 
looking about language. You're seeing a lot of numbers and statistics so. I came out. We just 
kind of knock him out one by one and work our way through them. So let's start with the 5.68 
OK. So the first thing with the 5.68 is that that is talking about strictly this Bond proposal. So as 
we talked about earlier, we still have some bonds that we need to retire and we have to levy bond 
mileage rate for those bonds. So this is strictly doing an estimated on this bond proposal or the 
four Bond series that are presented in the plan. So the part of the ballot language they have us 
calculate what is the average millage over the entire life of the four Bond series. The new bonds, 
right? Just this bond proposal. So you can imagine you know thats several years of estimating 
taxable value growth, the interest rates that we talked about earlier, and taking up that total 
millage rate. How much is that proposal so? For this proposal against kind of a tough number. 
5.68 is the figure. And again, that's an average over 26-30 years. And it's just a required number 
to present in the ballot language. And again, it's an estimate. You know property values are going 
to change. Interest rates are going to change, but it's designed to just give a person saying, you 
know, for this proposal, what is the amount of average millage allocated for it. You know, over 
the entire life, so that's where that 5.68 is. Appreciate that. Thank you so now I'm going to go up 
and in that ballot language again. Excuse me, it is right here. We have two sentences that are 
together and one is says the qualified bonds currently outstanding are 29 million 440 and the 
total amount of qualified loans currently are zero. So why would you put a qualified loan of 0? 
So I am going down here because this somewhat explains it on the website. But I wish you could 
walk us through. Sure, so the first thing that we want to key in on that sense is the word qualify 
you know that term is used. I can only imagine a number of circumstances which working with. 
In this case, what it's referring to is there's a state program known as the Michigan School Bond 



Qualification loan program, and it's a state program which helps us issue bonds. If you qualify 
for that program, then you get a credit enhancement that allows you to get the state's rating on 
the bond issue. So what the first thing is that is disclosing that our existing bonds, the bonds we 
have outstanding. We have a principle amount of 29440 thousand at the time of the election. An 
all of those bonds are qualifying for this program. So that first sentence saying. You know at the 
time of the election, the school district has 29440 thousand outstanding, and those bonds are 
qualified for this state program. So then we can kind of move into the second section where it 
says OK, the qualified loan balance is 0, so within the school bond qualification loan program 
there's a another program or a sub program called the school loan revolving. And with that 
program, is it? Again, it's another program that helps school districts with voted bond issues. 
And so a lot of school districts. And you know, Kim we have in the past that participate in this 
program and they borrow and repay this loan program in order to maintain a current or specified 
bond millage rate. And so you know, congratulations to you. Kim you recently repaid that school 
loan revolving fund balance. And so now what it is saying at the time of the election Holt public 
schools does not have a balance in that program. So we have $29440 thousand of bonds which 
are qualifying for the school bond qualification loan program. And we have a 0 balance in the 
school loan revolving. So you know that paragraphs just is designed to provide statistics telling 
us where the school district is at that time. I appreciate that and I and that is one of the reasons 
that the bonds or the Mills are falling from 10 to the 4.84. Yes, exactly 'cause you know, in the 
past you were having to make bond payments on repaying. That's school and revolving fund 
balance. Also another bond issue is being retired as of May 1 2021 and with both of those 
requirements no longer needing to be funded on the annual basis. That creates the scenario. What 
you're showing on the screen where we don't have to levy 10 Mills to fund those requirements 
anymore. So now the community has the option to go down to 8.23 and fund the project or go 
down to 4.84 because we're not having to fund those requirements. I appreciate that. Thank you, 
Jesse. And thank you all once again for calling and asking questions. I hope this clears up. Thank 
you, thank you. 
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